Task Force Attendees:
Scott Berman, Katrice Cheaton, Liz Feinberg, Stras Jovanovski, Kiersten Mailler, Bill Matulewicz, Madge Monser, Sari Steuber, Keith Monahan, Laura Connell Pyott, Sadie Francis, Rachelle Gizinksi, Judith Robinson, Benjamin Saracco, , Michael Clemmons

Additional Attendees:
Kadafi El- Kardah , Soren Harward, Barry Jeffries, Emily Kennedy, Lynn Odom, Sadie Francis, Daniel Monahan, Judith Robinson, Bill Comer, David Stenberg, Rae Dickerson Steve Sciffer, Andy Fraiza, Carol Cook, Eric Estrada, Rafi Lou, Michael Arrst, Lisa Hastings

Welcome and Meeting Overview
Eva Hayes, Public Participation Task Force Chair, facilitated introductions, giving attendees an opportunity to say their names, and whether they are a member of the Public Participation Task Force.

Presentations
Public Health: Jena Hirsh... Drexel University & Amy Verbofsky... Senior Planner, DVRPC Jena Hirsh spoke on the connection of public health to urban planning. Also on how health varies among zip codes. Amy Verbofsky spoke on why and how DVRPC works on issues involving public health.

Air Quality: Sadie Francis... PPTF Member & Sean Greene... Air Quality Programs Manager, DVRPC Sadie spoke on the importance of clean air, the history of legislative actions taken to protect our air and car pollution’s affect on our health. Sean Greene spoke on the connections between air quality and planning. He also explained how DVRPC deals with issues of air quality.

Philanthropy: Erik Estrada.. Community Foundation of South Jersey & Alison Hastings...Office of Communications & Engagement, Manager, DVRPC Erik Estrada spoke on the several funds CFSJ created and gaps public good services fill. Alison spoke on the two non-profits under DVRPC and the connection between planning and philanthropy.

7:15 PM Panel Discussion
Facilitated by Shoshana Akins, Public Participation Planner, DVRPC

Network + Meeting End